
lntroduction
You have now completed your study of the main aspects and events of The Move to

GlobalWar - in relation to Japan's actions, and to those of Italy and Germany. In the
previous chapters, you have had practice at answering some of the rypes of source-based
questions you will have to deal with in Paper 1. In this chapter, you will gain experience
of dealing with:

. the longer Paper 1 question, which requires you to use both sources and your own
knowledge to write a mini-essay

. the essay questions you will meet inPaper 2.

Exam skills needed for lB History
This book is designed primarily to prepare both Standard and Higher Level students
tbr the Paper I The Moue to GlobalWar topic (Prescribed Subject 3), by providing
rhe necessary historical knowledge and understanding, as well as an awareness of the
key historical debates and perspectives. However it will also help you prepare for
Paper 2, by giving you the chance to practise writing essays. The skills you need for
answering both Paper 1 and Paper 2 exarn questions are explained in the following
sections.

Paper 1 exam practice

Paper 1 skills
This section of the book is designed to give you the skills and understanding to tackle
Paper 1 questions. These are based on the comprehension, critical analysis and evaluation
oidifferent types of historical sources as evidence, along with the use of appropriate
historical contextual knowledge.

For example, you will need to test sources for value and limitations (i.e. their reliability
.rnd utiliry especially in view of their origin, purpose and content) - a skill essential

tor historians. A range ofsources has been provided, including extracts from ofiicial
Jocuments, tables of statistics, memoirs and speeches, as well as visual sources such as

photographs and cartoons.
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€omn'lents WHAT? (type of
source)

Shidehara Kijuro WHO?
(produced it)

1931 WHEN? (date/time of
production)

setting out his views WHY?
(possible purpose)

Chinese diplomat Ch'en
Yu-jen WHO? (intended

audience)

Exam Practice

In order to analyse and evaluate sources as historical evidence, you will need to ask the
following'W' questions of historical sources:

. Who produced it?-Were they in a position to know?

. What rype of source is it?-W.hat is its nature - is it a primary or secondary
source?

. \Mhere and when was it produced?'What was happening at the time?

. Vhy was it produced? Was its purpose to inform or to persuade? Is it an accurate

attempt to record facts, or is it an example of propaganda?

. 'Who was the intended audience - decision-makers, or the general public?

You should then consider how the answers to these questions affect a source's

value.

The example below shows you how to find the information related to the
'-W'questions. You will need this information in order to evaluate sources for their value

and limitations.

SOURCE A
Chinese seem to think Manchuria is part of China but it used to be Russian. There is no

doubt that if the situation had been left alone, Manchuria would soon have ceased to be

under Ch'ing authority. The only reason the Manchu regime was able to hold this vast
fertile region was a Japanese military presence. Since the Russo-Japanese War, Manchuria

has enjoyed peace and prosperity unparalleled in any other Chinese area. Japanese

are convinced that the development of the northeast region is at least partly due to our
businesses and investment there.

Comrnents made by Shidehara Kijuro, in a meeting with the Chinese diplomat Ch'en
Yu-jen in 1931, setting out his views concerning Japanese influence in Manchuria. These

comments were made a month before the Manchurian lncident; at the time, Shidehara was

JapanS foreign minister and did not support an expansionist foreign policy.

This approach will help you become familiar with interpreting, understanding, analysing

and evaluating dilferent rypes of historical sources. It will also aid you in synthesising

critical analysis of sources with historical knowledge when constructing an explanation
or analysis of some aspect or development of the past. Remember - for Paper 1, as

for Paper 2,you need to acquire, select and deploy relevant historical knowledge to
explain causes and consequences, continuiry and change. You also need to develop and

show (where relevant) an awareness of historical debates, and difrerent perspectives and

interpretations.

Paper 1 contains four fypes of question:

1 Comprehension,/understanding of a source

2 Assessing the value and limitations of a source

(2 or 3 marks)

(4 mark$
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3 Cross-referencing/comparing or contrasting two sources

4 Using and evaluating sources and knowledge to reach a judgement

(6 mark$

(9 mark$

Exam Practice

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
Timing:Fora3mark
question you ought not to
spend more than about
7 minutes, and for a

2 mark question no more
than about 5 minutes.
Don't spend too long on
these questions or you will
run out of time!

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
Examples of a
comprehension question
can be found at the end of
Chapter 2 and Chapter 5.

origin; The'who, what,
when and where?' questions

purpose: This means
'reasons, what the writerl
creator was trying to
achieve, who the intended
audience was'

content: This is

the information or
explanation(s) provided by
the source

Remember: a source doesn't
have to be primary to be
useful. RemembeL too, that
content isn't the only aspect
to have possible value. The
context, the person who
produced it, and so on, can
be important in offering an
insight.

Comprehension/understanding of a
sou rce
Comprehension questions require you to understand a source and either extract two or
three relevant points that relate to the particular question, or make one or two comments
about the message of a source.

Examiner's tips
Step 1: Read the source and higlrlight/underline key points.

Step 2:Write a concise answer. Just a couple of brief sentences are needed, giving the
information necessary to show that you have understood the message of the source -
but make sure you make three clear points for a 3 mark question and two clear points
for a2 mark question. If relevant, also try to make some brief overall comment about
the source. Make it as easy as possible for the examiner to give you the marks by clearly
distinguishing between the points.

Common mistakes

Make sure you don't comment on the wrong source! (Mistakes like this are made every
year. Remember - every mark is important for your final grade.)

Simplified mark scheme

For each item of relevant/correct information identified, award 1 mark - up to a

maximum of 2 or 3 marks.

Assessing the value and limitations of a
sou rce
Value and limitations (utility/reliability) questions require you to assess one source over
a rarrge of possible issues/aspects - and to comment on its value to historians studying a

particular event or period ofhistory.

Examiner's tips
The main areas you need to consider in relation to the source and the information ,/
view it provides are:

. origin, purpose and content

. value and limitations.

These areas need to be linked in your answer, showing how the value and limitations of
the source to historians relate to the source's origin, purpose and content

For example, a source might be useful because it is primary - the event depicted was

witnessed by the person producing it. But was the person in a position to know? Is

the view an untypical view of the event?'What is its nature? Is it a private diary entry
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
Examples of value and
limitations questions can
be found at the end of
Chapters 3 and 6.

Exam Practice

(therefore possibly more likely to be true), or is it a speech or piece of propaganda
intended to persuade? The value of a source may be limited by some aspects, but that
doesn't mean it has no value at all. For example, it may be valuable as evidence of the
types of propaganda put out at the time. Similarly, a secondary - or even a tertiary -
source can have more value than some primary sources: for instance, because the
author might be writing at a time when ner,v evidence has become available.

Step 1: Read the source and highlight/underline key points.

Step 2: Then draw a rough chart or spider diagram to show the origin/purpose/
content of the source, and how it links to that source's value,/limitation.

Step 3: Write your answer, remembering to deal with all the aspects required: origin,
purpose, content, value and limitations. To do this, you will need to make explicit
links between a sourcet origin/purpose/content and its value/ limitations to an

historian.

Common mistakes
. Don't just comment on content and ignore the nature, origin and purpose of the

source.

. Dont say'a source is,/ isn't useful because itt primary/ secondary'.

Simplified mark scheme

Cross-referencing/comparing or contrasting two
sources
Cross-referencing questions require you to compare and contrast the information/
content/nature of two sources, relating to a particular issue.

Examiner's tips
For cross-reGrencing questions, you need to provide an integrated comparison, rather
than dealing with each source separately.

Step 1: Read the sources and highlight/underline key points.

Step 2: Draw a rough chart or diagram to show the similarities and the differences
between the two sources. That way, you should ensure you address both elements of the
question.

Band Marks

1 Explicit/ developed consideration of BOTH origin,
purpose and content AND value and limitations.

3-4

2 Limited consideration/ comments on origin,
purpose and content AND value and limitations.

OR more developed comments on EITHER origin,
purpose and content OR value and limitations.

0-2
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Step 3: Write your answer, ensuring that you write an integrated comparison.
For example, you should comment on how the two sources deal with one aspect,

then compare and contrast the sources on another aspect. Avoid simply describing/
paraphrasing each source in turn - you need to make clear and explicit comparisons
and contrasts, using precise details from the sources.

Common mistakes
. Don't just comment on one of the sourcesl (Such an oversight happens every

year - and will lose you 4 of the 6 marks available.)

. Make sure you coffinent on the sources identified in the question - don't select one
(or two) incorrect sources!

. Be careful to make explicit comparisons - do not fall into the trap of writing about
the two sources separately and leaving the similarities,/differences implicit.

Simplified mark scheme

Using and evaluating sources and knowledge to
reach a judgement
The fourth rype of Paper 1 question is a judgement question. Judgement questions are a

synthesis of source evaluation and own knowledge.

Examiner's tips
. This fourth rype of Paper 1 question requires you to produce a mini-essay -

with a clear/relevant argument - to address the question/statement given in the
question. You should try to develop and present an argument and/or come to
a balanced judgement by analysing and using these four sources and your own
knowledge.

. Before you write your answer to this kind of question, you may find it useful to
draw a rough chart to note what the sources show in relation to the question. This
will also make sure you refer to all or at least most of the sources. Note, however,

that some sources may hint at more than one factorlresult. 'W'hen 
using your own

knowledge, make sure it is relevant to the question.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
Examples of a cross-

referencing question can
be found at the end of
Chapters 4 and7.
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Band Marks

1 Both sources linked, with detailed references to
BOTH sources, identifying both similarities and
differences.

6

2 Both sources linked, with detailed references to
BOTH sources, identifying either similarities or
differences.

4-5

3 Comments on both sources, but treats each one
separately.

3

4 Discusses/ comments on just one source. 0-2



Exam Practice

' Look care{irlly at the simplified mark scheme - this will help you focus on what you
need to do to reach the top bands and so score the higher marks.

Common mistakes
. Don't just deal with sources or your own knowledgel Every year, some candidates

(even good ones) do this, and so limit themselves to - at best - only 5 out of the
9 marks available.

Simplified mark scheme

Student answers

The student answers below have brief examiner's corrunents in the margins, as well as a

longer overall comment at the end. Those parts of the answers which make use of the
sources are highlighted in purple. Those parts that deploy relevant own knowledge are

highlighted in red. In this way, you should find it easier to follow why particular bands

and marks were - or were not - awarded.

Question 1

Using Sources A, B, C, and D, and your own knowledge, evaluate the reasons forJapant
expansionist foreign policy after 1,933. [9 marks]

Band Marks

1 Consistently focused on the question.
Developed and balanced analysis, with precise

use of BOTH sources AND relevanUaccurate own
knowledge. Sources and own knowledge are
used consistently and effectively together; to
support argumenVjudgement.

8-9

2 Mostly focused on the question. Developed
analysis, with relevant use of BOTH sources AND
some detailed own knowledge. But sources and
own knowledge not always combined to support
analysis/judgement.

6-7

3 Some focus on the question. Some analysis,
using some of the sources OR some relevanV
accurate own knowledge.

4-5

4 No/limited focus on the question. Limited/
generalised comments on sources AND/
OR some limited/inaccurate/irrelevant own
knowledge.

0-3
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SOURCE A
Figure 9.1

'IAS?ERII 
MS}iROE DOCTRIT.I E.

SOURCE B

Japan may be regarded, along with Germany and ltaly, as one of the three major dissatisfied
'have-not' powers of the world. lt was in ltalian Fascist intellectual circles that the idea first

found expression that there could just as logically be a 'class struggle' between rich and

poor nations as between the 'bourgeoisie' and the 'proletariat' in a single nation. German

National Socialist [Nazi] leaders have displayed an increasing tendency to attribute their
countries economic difficulties largely to the lack of colonial sources of essential raw

materials. Japan sees itself confronted with a similar problem, despite the acquisition of

Manchukuo. So the spokesman of the Foreign Ministry, Mr. Amau, recently remarked:

'Unfortunately the territories which now feed Japan's population are too small. We are

advised to practice birth control, but this advice comes too late, since the population of
the Japanese Empire is already about 100,000,000. Japanese work harder and longer than
people in Western countries; their opportunities in life are more restricted. Why? We need

more territory and must cultivate more resources if we are to nourish our population.'

Extract from Chamberlain, W. H. 1 938. Japan over Asia. Quoted in Overy, R. J. 1994.

The lnter-War Crisis 1919-1939. Harlow. Longman. p.124.
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
This is a good, well-
focused, start, with a clear
argument-SourceAis
examined, with a clear
link to the question, along
with some relevant own
knowledge. Although
not specif ically identifying
individual sources, the
candidate has flagged up
their intention to use the
other three sources.

Exam Practice

SOURCE C

Article 1 . Japan recognizes and respects the leadership of Germany and ltaly in the
establishment of a new order in Europe.

Article 2. Germany and ltaly recognize and respect the leadership of Japan in the
establishment of a new order in Greater East Asia.

Article 3. Japan, Germany, and ltaly agree to co-operate in their efforts on aforesaid lines.

They further undertake to assist one another with all political, economic and military means
if one of the Contracting Powers is attacked by a Power at present not involved in the
European War or in the Japanese-Chinese conflict.

The first three articles of the Tripartite Pact of September 1940.

From : http ://ava lon. law.ya le. ed u/rvwi i/tri pa rti. asp

SOURCE D

1. Our Empire is determined to follow a policy that will result in the establishment of the
Greater Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and will thereby contribute to world peace....

2. Our Empire will continue its efforts to effect a settlement of the China lncident

[Japan's invasion of China] and will seek to establish a solid basis for the security and

preservation of the nation. This will involve steps to advance south.

3. Our Empire is determined to remove all obstacles in order to achieve the
above-mentioned objectives.

ln order to achieve the above ob,lectives, preparations for war with Great Britain and the

United States will be made.... ln carrying out the plans outlined above, our Empire will not be

deterred by the possibility of being involved in a war with Great Britain and the United States.

Extract from the minutes of the Japanese government's lmperial Conference, held in Tokyo

on 2 July 1941 . Quoted in Overy, R. J.1987. The Origins of the Second World War. London.

Longman. p.114.

Student answer
There are a number of reasons why Japan pursued an expansionist foreign policy after 1 9 j j , and

these are all shou,n by the four sources. One reason is shown by Source A, which shows a weak

China being'swltported' by Japan. The cartoon is about the announcement by Japan in 1933

about its 'Eastern Monroe Doctrine'. The poster talks of 'Asiafor the Asiatics'. Japan - which had

completed its occupation oJ Manchuria in 1932, and ltad already taken over the Chinese province

of Rehe (Jehol) - saw its uersion of the Monroe Doctrine as a uay of expanding its own territory

and infiuence in China and elsewhere in Asia. ln particular, China - distracted by ciuil war

between the Nationalist an.d the Communists - presented an easy targetforJapanese expansion,

and thus an important reasonfor nmking suclt expansiofi seenx possible. AJter seueral encroachments

and 'incidents',Japan-finally inuaded Chin,a in. 1937, thus beginning the Second Sino-SouietWar,
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This aim of expandingJapanese territory is also shownby the other three sources. Source B,which
was written in 1938, refers to Japan as a 'have-not' Ttower which saw its 'economic dfficuhies'
being the reswh of its 'lack of colonial sources of essential raw materials'. In addition, Sowrce B
contains comments made by a spokesperson of Japan's Foreign Ministry, who stated that Japan
needs 'more territory'.Japan's nationalists and many of its military leaders wanted to expand the

Japanese empire as away of ouercomin,g the ecottonric problurts c,ursed by the Great Depressiorr.

By 19j1,ouer half o;fJapan's;factories had closed,dnd expttrts had also dropped by half.Japan\
important silk industry was hit particularly bafll1,.

Source C - which shows some of the main articles of the Tiipartite Pact oJ September 1940 - is

closely linked to Sowrces A, B and D, as it comments on Japan\ aim of 'establkhing a new order in

Greater EastAsia' (this idea is also specifically mentioned in Source D). Thk was sirnilar to the

ideas of the earlier Eastern Monroe Doctrine, and would help achieue the extra territory Japanfelt
it needed after the Deltression. By 1940, in'tperialJapan had moued close to two other expansittnist
poluers - I'Jazi Germanl, and Fascist ltaly. By joining with tlrcm,Japat-fclt ntore able to risk war
with Britain and tlrc US, as the Tiipartite Pact included promises to help each other f they were

'attacked by a Power at present not inuolved in the EuropeanWar or in tkeJapanese-Chinese
confi.ict'.As Britain was alrcady at war tuith Cermany and ltaly, this tuas cleaily aimed at the

US- the poLuer most likely to ob;ject toJhrtherJapanese expansion in Asia and tlrc Pacific as it too

had its own inrportant interests in thosa areas,

Finally, Source D - an extractfrom the Minutes of Japan's Imperial Conference of July 1941 -
also relates to the aim of expandingJapan's territory. Poirrt 2 actually talks aboutJapan's intention
to 'aduance sowth', and euen mentions that theJapanese Empire was prepared to get'inuolued in a
war with Creat Britain and the United States' to achieue this territorial expansion. The signing
of theTiipartite Pact (as shotut in Source C) tlrc ysay before would haue giuenJapan lredter
confidence to risk such a u,ay. The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, uhiclt Japan -first
announced in 1940,wds meatlt to be aloose allian.t:c betueenJapan and other nations inAsia
to ouercome the control oJEuropean colonial powers such as Britdirt, FratrcL,and the l"letherlands
which had extensiue colonies in the resitu, Howeuer, iu practicr,, it tuas esscrrtialll, a y1,67, ofJapan

extending its own empire .

So, in conclusion, theseJour sources touch on all the main reasons why JapanJollowed an

expansionistforeign policy after 193 j.

Overa I I exami ner's comments
There is a clear argument, and good use of the sources, with clear references to them.
However, although there is a mixture of some precise and general own knowledge,
which is mainly integrated with comments on the sources, there are some omissions.
For instance, own knowledge could have been used to give other reasons not touched
on by the sources - such as the impact of US sanctions imposed followingJapan's
aggression in China, or the problem of overpopulation (which is actually mentioned in
Source B). Additionally, something could have been said about the growing control of
Japant mfitary leaders over civilian governments. Also, there is no real attempt to assess

the relative importance of these factors. Hence, this answer fails to get into Band 1 - but
this is a reasonably sound Band2 answer and so probably scores 6 marks out of the 9
available.

Exam Practice

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
Sources B and C and are
clearly referred to and
used, showing good
understanding, and there
is some own knowledge
about how the Great
Depression's impact on
Japan led to increased
pressure for expansion. ln

addition, Sources B, C, D
and A are explicitly linked,
and there are comments
about why the Tripartite
Pact was seen as useful by
JapanS expansionists.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
As before, Source D is
clearly used, and is linked
to Source C. There is

also some relevant own
knowledge. However,
the student has not
really made an attempt
to evaluate the relative
importance of the reasons
mentioned in the sources.
Nor are any other reasons -
not mentioned by the
sources - examined.
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Activity
Look again at the all sources, the simplified mark scheme, and the student answer above.

Now try to write a few paragraphs to push the answer up into Band 1, and so obtain the
full 9 marks. As well as using alllmost of the sources, and some precise own knowledge,
try to integrate the sources with your own knowledge, rather than dealing with sources

and own knowledge separately. And dont lose sight of the need to use the sources and
your own knowledge to explain which reason you think was most important.

Question 2
'Japant invasion of Manchuria in 1,931 was the most important reason for the collapse of
collective securiry in the perio d 1929-39.' Using Sources A, B, C, and D, and your own
knowledge, to what extent do you agree with this statement? [9 marks]

SOURCE A
ln February 1933, the League of Nations declared that the State of Manchukuo could not
be recognised. Although no sanctions were imposed upon Japan, nor any other action
taken, Japan, on March 27, 1933, withdrew from the League of Nations. Germany and

Japan had been on opposite sides in the [First World] war; they now looked upon each

other in a different mood. The moral authority of the League was shown to be devoid of
any physical support at a time when its activity and strength were most needed.

Churchill, W. 1948. The Gathering Storm. London. Casselland Co. p. 80.

SOURCE B

Figure 9.2
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SOURCE C

The Spanish Civil War, non-intervention and intervention had an impact on the subsequent
fortunes of the world powers. Non-intervention failed to appease the dictators. lntervention
hardly benefited ltaly and the Soviet Union. Only Germany really gained an advantage, both

economically and militarily, from its participation in the Spanish war. Above all, the Civil War can

be seen as a rehearsal for, or at least a prelude to, the Second World War... The weaknesses of
the democracies were neatly exposed by their refusal to intervene in Spain. According to Mary

Habeck, the Spanish war prevented FrancoBritish unity against the dictators in that it distracted

attention from far greater dangers...

Britain's policy of compromise, rather than calming the international situation, only
heightened tension between the European powers. The British government failed to
understand that Spain was another arena where Germany and ltaly were testing how
far their aggressive stance could be taken... The Civil War also alienated the Soviet
Union from the West. Receiving no response to appeals for collective security, Stalin

became increasingly convinced that appeasement would channel Hitler's attention
towards the East.

Durgan, A. 2007. The Spanish Civil War. Basingstoke, UK. Palgrave MacMillan. pp.74-6.

SOURCE D

ln 1936 when Hitler ordered German troops into the demilitarized Rhineland there was
little international protest,... Few in Germany bothered to read Mein Kampf to discover
Hitler's real motives and his obsession with territorial expansion. Nazi propaganda

portrayed Hitler as a man of peace pursuing justifiable revisions of the humiliating
Versailles Treaty.

The treaty that led to the Rome-Berlin Axis in November 1936 had changed the balance of
power in Europe, and Austria, in particular, was left isolated as a result. Previously, Austria

had depended on an alliance with Britain, France and ltaly to secure her independence in

the face of German demands. With ltaly now on Germany's side, the balance of power

in central Europe had shifted dramatically. .... As a result of the Rome-Berlin Axis, Hitler

was now in a stronger position. . . The German invasion of Austria [on 1 2 March 1 938] was
Hitler's first move outside German territory in defiance of the Treaty of Versailles.... The

Anschluss of Austria not only revealed the extent of Hitler's imperial ambitions, it also dealt

a strategic blow at Czechoslovakia which could now be attacked from the south as well as

from the west and north.

Welch, D. 1998. Hltler. London. UCL Press. pp. 58-9.

Student answer
There were several reasonsfor the collapse of collectiue security during the 1930s. These

include the impact of the Creat Depression,Japan's invasion of Manchuria in 1931, the

failure of the Disarmament Conference in 19 j4,Italy's inuasion of Abyssinia in 1935,

Exam Practice
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
This is a good introduction,
showing a clear
understanding of the topic
and the factors relevant to
the question.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
There is good use of
relevant own knowledge,
some of which is precise,

and the candidate is clearly
aware of the need to
make a judgement about
which reason was most
important. Although, so
far, there has been no use
of - or even reference to -
any of the sources, this is

OK as the candidate has

begun with a factor not
dealt with by any of the
sources.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
There is more good use
of relevant and mostly-
precise own knowledge,
linked to the question.
However, although there
are very brief references to
two sources, these sources
have not been used, nor
has their content been
analysed/evaluated. This
is a serious weakness in

a question that requires
both own knowledge AND
sources to be used.

Exam Practice

Germany's re-occupation of the Rhineland in 1936 and its Anschluss with Austria in 1938.
Also important was the Munich ConJerence in 19 j8, the US policy of isolation, and the

Jailure of Britain toform an anti-Nazi alliance with the Soviet Union. Thefour sources

mention seueral of these, but not all of them.

The most important reasonfor the collapse of collectiue security was the economic and political
impact of the Great Depression - and none of the sources mentions this. The Depression began

as a result of theWall Street Crash in the US and had important economic and political impacts

across the world. Because o;f the resulting pouerty and unemployment in Cermany, Hitler and the

Nazis were able to come to power in Cermany in 1933. This was crucial as Hitler'sforeign policy

aims - such as grabbing land in the eastfor l-ebensraum ('liuing space'), and ouerturning aspects

of the peace treaties of 1919-20 - were bound to lead to confiicts in Europe. The Depression

also impacted onJapan, and played a large part in the emergence oJ a militaristic and expansionist

foreign policy there. Howeuer, because the Depression caused serious economic problems, many of
the democratic countries - including Britain - adopted austerity policies by cutting gorlernment

expenditure. This included spending on armedforces. This meant theyfelt unable to resist the

agressiueforeign policies adopted by imperialJapan and by theJascist dictatorships of ltaly and

Germany. In addition, many countries - including the US - were not prepared to impose economic

sanctions on agressor countries, as they didn't want to lose any trade. Amongst other things, this

pursuit o;f self-interest undermined the ability of the members of the League of Nations to work

effeaiuely together, in the way they had done be;fore 1929 and the Depression. ln particular, France

felt increasingly abandoned by Britain when it cdme to opposing Hitler\ actions in the period

1935-38.

AlthoughJapan's inuasion of Manchuria in 1931 was important in showing how an aggressor

nation could ignore the League,Italy\ inuasion of Abyssinia in 1935 (Source A)was
probably more iruportant. This is because it led to the break-up of the Stresa Front between

Britain, France and ltaly. This had beenformed in 1935, after these three countries had
joined together to oppose Hitler's attenxpt in 1934 to push throughAnschluss withAustria.
This was proo;f that collectiue security could work. Houteuer, these three countries - which

were the main members of the League of Nations- thenfell out ouer theAbyssinian crisis.

Although Britain and France had tried, by the Hoare-Laual Pact, to giue Mussolini most oJ

Abyssinia, this had caused public outcry and was dropped. Even though the sanctions that

Britain and France had then got the League to impose on ltaly were uery limited, they were

enough to anger Mussolini. More importantly, Hitler moued quickly to get Italy on his side.

The following year, they formed the Rome-Berlin Axis (Source D) - once Japan joined in
1.9 j7, there were threeAxis powers, all oJwhich were determined to pursue expansionist

;foreign policies. Abyssinia was also importantfor the collapse of collectiue security because -
like with Manchuria - it showed agressors that Britain and France were not prepared to take

strong action to prevent confiict.

This impression was confirmed in many ways in the years after 1936. For instance,

despite setting up a l'{on-Irtteruention Committee when ciuil war broke out in Spain

(Source C), Britain and France did nothing when both Fascist Italy and l'Jazi Germany

sent wedpons and troops to aid the right-wing rebels. They maintained this line euen

when British and French merchant ships uere attacked by Axis submarines and planes.

This lack oJ action to protect a democratically-elected gouernment from ;fascist aggression
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confirmed Hitler's belie;f that, whateuer he did, there u.,ould be no serious practical

opposition from the democracies.

Although Hitler had walked out o;f the Disarmament Cttnference (Source B) in 19 j j, and had

begun to re-arm, it was hk foreign policy actions from 1 9 3 6 onwards that did more to further
undermine collectiue security than the actual collapse of the Disarmament Conference. These

included the re-occwpation o;f the Rhineland in 1936 and tlrc Anschluss with Austria in 1938
(Sourte D). Though more important than Hitler\ actions was the reaction - or, rather, the lack

oJreaction'oJBritain and France to these breaches of the Tieaty of Versailles. The successJul

Anschluss with Austria shows how importdnt Abyssinia and the break-up of the Stresa Front was:

in 1934, Italy hdd joined with Britain and Frdnce to block Hitler\ Jirst attempt in 1934. This

time, with Italy joined to Nazi Cermany in the Rome-Berlin Axis,Austria was taken without a

shot beingfired.

All this encowraged Hitler to go further - his Jirst target was Czechoslouakia. At -first, he demanded

the Sudentenland: unlike the Rhineland and Anschlwss with Austria, this had nothing to do with

the terms of the Tieaty of Wrsailles as, preuiously, this land had been part of the Austro-Hungarian

Empire, not of Germany. As on previous occasions, Britain and France decided to let Hitler take

possession of this land at the Munich Con;ference in September 1938. This Con;ference was

important in undermining collective security because, as well as conuincing Hitler and Mussolini

that Britain and France would never oppose their actions, it began to conuince the Souiet [Jnion

that, i;f anything, Britain and France were in effect giuing Hitler a;free hand to expand eastwards

This was signiJicant ds,for some time, the Souiet Llnion (which hdd been a member of the Leagwe

since 1934) had been sugesting a joint pact to oppose I'Jazi Cermany's t o*rnt agression. By
Awgust 11939, Stalin had instead made a l'{on-Agression Pact with Nazi Cermany to buy time

for building up Souiet de;fences.

Finally, another important reason;for the collapse o;f collectiue security by 1939 was how

USA and the Souiet (Jnion reacted to the aggressiueforeign policies of ImperialJapan and

thefascist dictators in Europe. The IJS which, certainly since the end oJ the FirstWorldWar,
had become the most powerful nation in the world - both economically and militarily - had

refwsed to join the League o;f I'lations. Instead, it mainly followed a policy o;f isolation: at

least asfar as Europe uds concerned. In;fact, during most o;f the 1930s, some of its leading

politicians and statesmen - such as Joseph Kennedy, the US ambassador to Britain - Luere

actually opposed to taking action agdinst Hitler, as his fierce anti-communism mdde him seem

a useful block against the Souiet LJnion. ln addition, while the Souiet Union had, up until
the Mmich Co{erence in 11938, been prepared to work with Britain and France to block

Hitler\ growing aggression in Europe, it euentually gdue up on this. Instead, Stalin replaced

Litvinou (who had;fauoured an alliance with Britdin and France) with Molotou, and

then tried to stay owt o;f any possible war by signing the I'Jazi-Souiet I'Jon-Aggression Pact in
August 1939.

Although all these factors were important reasons for the collapse o;f collectiue security,

I think the Abyssinian crisis was the most important one as it was this which broke up the Stresa

Front and pushed Fascist Italy into the arms of Nazi Germany. Ciuen that Britain would not join
with the Souiet Union, collective security was ffictiuely mortallry wownded in 193 5: it jwst took a

few more years to die.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
The own knowledge
approach has,

unfortunately, been
continued. Although
the own knowledge is

relevant, mostly precise

and pinned to the
question, yet again there
are only the very briefest
references to two sources.
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Overa I I examiner's comments
There is good and precise own knowledge, which is focused on the question. In
addition, there is a clear attempt to come to a balanced judgement about relative
importance. However, there are only minimal references to - and no real use of -
the sources. Hence, as Paper 1 is mainly a source-based exam, the candidate has only
done enough to be awarded the top of Band 3 - so gaining only 5 marks of the
9 available.

Activity
Look again at all the sources, the simplified mark scheme, and the student
answer above. Now try to write your own answer to this question - and see if you
can analyse the sources in relation to the question, and integrate this with own
knowledge. You can, of course, decide that another reason is more important that
Abyssinia.

Question 3
'Fear and hatred of communism was the main reason why Britain preferred
appeasing Nazi Germany rather than forming an alliance with the Soviet
lJnion to oppose Hitlert aggressive foreign policy in the perio d 1,93749.' Using
the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree with this
statement? [9 marks]

SOURCE A
It is our opinion that no pressure that Great Britain and France can bring to bear, either by
sea, on land, or in the air, could prevent Germany from overrunning Bohemia and from
inflicting a decisive defeat on Czechoslovakia. The restoration of Czechoslovakia's lost
integrity could only be achieved by the defeat of Germany and as the outcome, which from
the outset must assume the character of an unlimited war.

The intervention of ltaly and/ or Japan on the side of Germany would create a situation
which the Chiefs of Staff in the'Mediterranean and Middle East Appreciation' described in

the following language: 'Moreover, war against Japan, Germany and ltaly simultaneously
in 1938 is a commitment which neither the present nor the projected strength of our
defence forces is designed to meet, even if we were in alliance with France and Russia,
and which would, therefore, place a dangerous strain on the resources of the [British]
Empire ... '

Extracts from Chiefs of Staff Report: 'Appreciation of the Situation in the Event of War against
Germany', 14 September 1938. Quoted in Dickenson, M. 2009. Historical Controversies and
Historical Significance. Harlow. Heinemann. p. 71.
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SOURCE B

When Neville Chamberlain became British Prime Minister in May 1937 he gave a new
impetus to appeasement. For Chamberlain, appeasement meant taking the initiative and
showing Hitler that 'reasonable' claims could be achieved by negotiation and not force.
Chamberlain and Daladier, the new French Prime Minister, feared that the Czech crisis
could precipitate a wider conflict and decided that Czechoslovakia was simply not worth
a European war. The Czech President, Benes, was urged therefore to make concessions
to the Sudeten Germans. Chamberlain had three meetings with Hitler: at Berchtesgarden
on 15 September, at Bad Godesberg on22-23 September, and at Munich on 29-30
September. At the first meeting, Hitler stated his intention to annex the Sudetenland on
the principle of self-determination. At Bad Godesberg he insisted on immediate German
occupation, and finally at Munich he was persuaded to accept a phased occupation with an

international commission to arbitrate over disputed boundaries ... On 29 September 1938,
an international conference was held at Munich. The participants were Germany, ltaly,
Britain and France. Conspicuous by their absence were Czechoslovakia, whose fate was to
be decided, and the Soviet Union, which was not invited.

Welch, D. 1998. Hitler. London. UCL Press. pp. 59-60.

SOURCE C

Figure 9.3

Exam Practice
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
This is a brief - but good -
introduction, which shows
a clear understanding of
the topic and the demands
of the question.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
There is good and balanced
use - including brief
evaluative comments
on value/usefulness - of
Source D, along with
links to Sources B and C.

There is also relevant own
knowledge, which is mostly
precise, focused on the
question, and integrated
in the answer - along
with some awareness of
historical debate.

Exam Practice

SOURCE D

I must confess to a most profound distrust of Russia. I have no belief whatever in her ability
to maintain an effective offensive, even if she wanted to. And I distrust her motives which
seem to me to have little connection with our ideas of liberty, and to be concerned only with
getting everyone by the ears. Moreover, she is both hated and suspected by the smaller states,
notably, Poland, Rumania and Finland.

An extract from Chamberlainb diary entry for 26 March 1939. Quoted in Feiling, K. 1946. The

Life of Neville Chamberlain. London. Macmillan. p. 403.

Student answer
These sources only partly support the uiew that Britishfear and hatred of communism was the

main reason appeasement was pursued rather than an anti-Nazi alliance with the Soviet Union.
There were several other reasons behind the policy of appeasement, and the sources show some of
these - but not all of them.

Fear and hatred of communism was certainly an important factor behind the refusal to make

common cause with the Souiet Union to stop Nazi Germany's expansionlst foreign policy. Source

D shows this most clearty - while Sources B and C also seem to confirm this uiew. Source D -
which, because it is from Chamberlain\ piuate diary (and thereJare not meantfor immediate

publkatian) - seems a reliable and thus useful indimtion of attitudes ta the Soviet Union. This
source is also wseful because appeasement is mainly associated with Chamberlain who, as Source B
states, became Britkh prime minister in 1937. This source shows he had a 'most Ttrofound mistrust

of Russia'; the diary entry then goes on to show that he distrusted Soviet'motives which seem to

me to have little cannectian with ot+r ideas oJ liberty'.

As well as 'liberty' meaning a democratic multi-party system, Chamberlain - as a Conseruatiye -
would also have meant a capitalist economy. Eyer since the Bolsheuik Reuolution in Russia in

November '1917 , the main countries of Europe - and the US and Japan - had be en opposed

to the Souiet (Jnion. Infact, immediately aJter the reuolution, these states - inclwding Britain -
had sent armed forces to interuene on the side of the Whites in the Russian Ciuil War. When,

unexpectedly, the Reds won the civil war, these capitalist states had imposed economic blockades

and sanctions against the Soviet (Jnion in the hope - ds expressed by Chwrchill (a Conservatiue

politician) - that Bolsheuism could be 'strangled in its cradle'. When the Creat Depression hit
in the 19 jOs, the mass wnemployment and pouerty saw a growth in supportfor Communist

Parties across Europe. This only increased long-standingfears of corumunism amongst conservatiue

politicians and capitalist bankers and indwstrialists.

The slgnificance of anti-communism as an important factor behind the adoption of altpeasement,

rather than allying with the Souiet Union, is something post-reuisionist historians haue stressed.

Euen Churcltill - who was Jiercely anti-commwnist - criticised the continuance oJ appeasement

and, in,stead, aduocated an alliance with the USSR. Post-reuisionist historians haue pointed out

that Chambeilain ignored intellipence warnings about Hitler's intentions and often deliberately

misled public opinion. According to such historians as Adamthwaite, this was because of the anti-
cttnrmunist prejudices of thc Brtkh ruling class - something that can be seen as confrming the uiew

expressed in the Souiet cartoon (Source C).
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As uell as Source D indicating that fear of communism was a factor, both Sources C and B can

be read as confirming this. Source C shows Britain and France directing a clearly-aggressiue

Nazi Germany towards the Soviet (Jnion. This was published after the Munich Conference,

and refiects the growing belief in the USSR that Britain and France uere not just opposed to

an alliance with Stalin\ Russia, but were actiuely hoping that Hitler would attack the USSR,
and so destroy the only non-capitalist country in thewoild. This was agenuine Souietfear-
especially given the context of the Creat Depression which had had such a negatiue impact

on the economies of capitalist states. This was why the Soviet {Jnion was worried - as well

ds angry - that they were not inuited to the Munich Conference. Especially giuen the fact
that they had promised military aid to Czechoslovakia to preuent I'Jazi Germany taking the

Sudetenland.

Source B, which is an extractfrom a history book rwitten in 1998, confirms that the Souiet Unian

'was nat invited' ta the Munich Confereace. Howeuer, Source B does not ffir an explanation of
why the Souiet (Jnion was not invited. Infact, one reasolt - which is touched on by Source D -
was that the Sauiet flnion was 'both hated and suspected by the smaller states, natably, Poland,

Rumania and Finland' (Source D). Poland, in particular, hated the Souiet Union. As well as

hauing had an authoritarian conseruatiue and anti-cornmunist gouernmentfor some time, Poland

was afraid that, lf it allowed the Red Army to cross their territory in order to help Czechoslouakia,

the Souiet Union might then attempt to take back the land Poland had taken from Souiet Russia

as a result of the 1920-21 Russo-PolkhWar.

Source D also giues another reason why Britain was reluctant ta form an alliance with the Souiet
(Jnion. In his diary, Chamberlain states that he did not belieue in the Soviet Union{ability
to maintain an ffictiue ffinsive'.This was written in 19 j9, after the Great Purge andTbrror

had been taking place in Stalin's USSR. These had begun in 193 6 - though the -first uictirns

were leading members of the Communist Party,from May 1937, they had also been directed

at important fficers of the RedArmy and the SoyietAir Force. The CreatTbrror then spread

to the lower ranks - by the end oJ 1938, almost 50%o of the entire oficer corps had been either

executed, imprisoned or sacked. Consequently, many analysts belieued the Red Army had been

seriously weakened. This wowld be confirmed later on in 1939, when Souietforces performed

badly in the 'WinterWar' against Finland. This factor is perhaps why, in Source A, the ChieJ

oJ Staf Report says that 'even if we were in alliance with France and Russia' Britain could not

cope with a war against the threeAxis powers, Significantly, this source is dated 14 September

19j8 - just two weeks beJore the Munich Conference at which Britain and France'gave'Hitler

the Sudetenland.

However, as well as reasons connected to attitudes to the Souiet (Jnion, there are also other

reasons why appeasement was followed. Source B shaws ane of these: which was to auoid

war. Accordircg to Source B, Chambertain saw appeasemerct as a way of 'showing Hitler that

'oreasonable" ctaims cauld be achieued by negotiation and wotfarce'.As well es the advice he

had received from the Blitish military (Source A), that Britain was not rnilitarily-ready to

fght a major war, Chamberlain - like many Europeans - was ue(y reluctant to risk another

war. Infact, Source B atsa states that France thaught'Czeehoslovakia was simply not worth a

Earopean war.'

In fact, according to opinion polk, during much of the 19 j 0s, most Britons were against

re-armament and, instead, inJauour of disarmament. A League of Nations opinion poll,found

90%o of Britons thinking like this. So it can be argued that appeasement was something the public

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
There is clear use and
assessment of Sources

B and C, which is also

linked to Sources A and
D. ln addition, there is

good use of relevant
own knowledge, which
is mostly precise, and
focused on the question.

The candidate also

identifies another reason.

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
The candidate offers two
more possible reasons,

with good synthesis of
sources and some precise

own knowledge.
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wanted. Although, a;fter Munich, there was a rapid shift in public attitudes - yet Chamberlain

continued with appeasement. Infact, there is some euidence to sugest that, euen aJter the

declaration oJ war in September 1 9 3 9 , he was still prepared to do a deal with Hitler. This could be

interpreted as being the result o;f anti-communism.

Although there are seueral reasons why an alliance with the Souiet Union was rejected,l belieue

the main one was fear and hatred of communism. Mor.y of the upper classes in Britain and

elsewhere evenhad a slight admiration of thefascist dictators precisely because of theirfierce anti-

communism.

Overall exami ner's comments

There is good and clear use of sources throughout, and constant integration of precise

own knowledge to both explain and add to the sources. In addition, there is also

some awareness of historical debate. The overall result is a sound analyticaT/evaluative

explanation, focused clearly on the question, and with a clear and supported
judgement. The candidate has done more than enough to be awarded Band 1 and the

full9 marks.

Activity
Look again at the all sources, the simplified mark scheme, and the student answer above.

Now try to write your own answer to this question - and see if you can make different
points with the sources, and use differcnt/additional own knowledge, to produce an

answer that offers an alternative judgement.

Paper 2 exam practice

Paper 2 skills and questions
For Paper 2,you have to answer two essay questions - chosen from two different topics

from the 12 options offered. Very often, you will be asked to comment on two states

from two different IB regions of the world. Although each question has a specific mark
scheme, you can get a good general idea of what exarniners are looking for in order to
be able to put answers into the higher bands from the general'generic'mark scheme,

In particular, you will need to acquire reasonably precise historical knowledge in order

to address issues such as cause and effect, or change and continuiry and to learn how to
explain historical developments in a clear, coherent, well-supported and relevant way.

You will also need to understand and be able to refer to aspects relating to historical

debates, perspectives and interpretations.

Make sure you read the questions carefirlly, and select your questions wisely. It is
important to produce a rough essay plan for each of your essays before you start to
write an answer, and you may find it helpful to plan both your essays before you begin
to write. That way, you will soon know whether you have enough own knowledge to
answer them adequately.

Remember, too, to keep your answers relevant and focused on the question. For
example, don't go outside the dates mentioned in the question, or answer on individuals,/
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states different from the ones identified in the question. Don't just describe the events or
developments - sometimes, students just focus on one key word or individual, and then
write down all they know about it. Instead, select your own knowledge carefully, and pin
the relevant information to the key features raised by the question. Also, if the question
asks for'causes/reasons'and'consequences/results', or tlvo different countries/leaders,
make sure you deal with all the parts of the question. Otherwise, you will limit yourself
to half marks at best.

Examiner's tips
For Paper 2 answers, exarniners are looking for cTear/precise analysis, and a balanced

argument, linked to the question, with the use of good, precise and relevant own knowledge.
In order to obtain the highest marks, you should be able to refer, where appropriate, to
historical debate and/ or different historical perspectives, interpretations, or historians'
knowledge, making sure it is both relevant to the questionAND integrated into your answer.

Common mistakes
. When answering Paper 2 questions, try to avoid simply describing what happened.

A detailed narrative, with no explicit attempts to link the knowledge to the question,
will only get you half marks at most.

. If the question asks you to select examples from two different regions, make sure you
don't choose rvvo states from the same region. Every year, some candidates do this,

and so limit themselves to - at best - onlv 8 out of the 15 marks available for each

question.

Simplified mark scheme

Exam Practice

Band Marks

Consistently clear focus on the question,
with all main aspects addressed. Answer
is fully analytical and well-structured/
organised. There is sound understanding of
historical concepts. The answer also integrates
evaluation of different historical debateV
perspectives, and reaches a clear/consistent
judgement/conclusion.

13-15

Clear understanding of the question, and most
of its main aspects are addressed. Answer is

mostly well-structured and developed, with
supporting own knowledge mostly relevant/
accurate. Answer is mainly analytical, with
attempts at a consistent conclusion; and shows
some understanding of historical concepts and
debates/perspectives.

10-12

continued
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
This is a clear introduction
which is focused on the
question, and which
identifies a range of
different reasons. lt also
shows some awareness of
relevant historical debates
connected to the topic.

Exam Practice

Student answers
Those parts of the student answer which follow will have brief examineri comments
in the margins, as well as a longer overall comment at the end. Those parts that are

particularly strong and well-focused will be highlighted in red. Errors/confusions,/1oss

of focus will be higtrlighted in blue. In this way, you should find it easier to foliow why
marks were - or were not - awarded.

Question 1

'Appeasement was the main reason why Nazi Germany followed an aggressively

expansionist foreign policy from 1,933 to 1939.'To what extent do you agree with this

statement? [15 marks]

skill
Analysis,/argument,/ evaluation

Examiner's tip
Look carefully at the wording of this question, which asks you to show to what extent
you agree with the statement. To do this, you will need to examine a range of reasons -
including appeasement- and evaluate their relative importance as causes of the foreign
policy adopted by Nazi Germany in this period. Just focusing on one reason will not
allow you to score the highest marks.

Student answer
There are mdny reasons why Nazi Cermanyfollowed an expansionistforeign policyfrom 1933-39.
Apartfrom appedsement, many orthodox historians haue argued that such policies were the result

of Hitler\ long-termforeign policy aims for 'ltbensraum' in eastern Europe. Howeuer, revisionist

historians haue instead insisted on the importance oJ a uariety of otherfactors: such as the peace treaties

of 191%'20, the impact o;f the Creat Depression, and the weaknesses of the l-eagwe of Nations.

Appeasement contributed to the foreign policy followed by Hitler after he came to power in
7933, because it led him to think that Britain and France would neuer oppose him, whateuer

Band Marks

3 Demands of the question are understood -
but some aspects not fully developed/
addressed. Relevant/accurate supporting
own knowledge, but attempts at analysis are
I i m ited/i nconsistent.

7-9

4 Some understanding of the question. Some
relevant own knowledge, with some factors
identified - but with limited explanation.
Some attempts at analysis, but answer is

mainly description/narrative.

4-6

5 Limited understanding of the question. ShorV
general answer, with very little accurate/
relevant own knowledge. Some unsupported
assertions, with no real analysis.

0-3
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he did. The problem of appeasement in the 1930s was mainly associated with Britain, which

had alwaysfauoured a reuision of some aspects oJ the peace treaties which ended the FirstWorld
War. France, which was more prepared to resist Nazi Germany's actions, was only willing to

do so iJ Britain supported it. This was because France had been badly weakened by the First
World War, and needed Britain\ military strength to be able to stand up to Hitler's Germany.
But this was something thdt Britain's Conseruatiuc gottcrnments in the 1930s were n.()t

prepared to do. This was especially true of lx{euille Chan$erlain's governwent which tuas irr

powerfrom 1937-40. Because Britain and France decided to do nothin,gto stop

him, Hitler was encouraged to keep breaking aspects of thcTreaty o;f Versailles and exltand
Cerman territory.

TltcrL'u,crc !('rcr(11 rc(1sons rulr), l3ritislt,!ttrtu'nutcnts-fitllorrcd dpp((lsuncnt: rr.i ll,('// a-i 1rt'iriq

rpcokt'rrcd l,),tha lfi'etts ttf tltc Grcat Dt'prcssiort, Olrnrrrbcrloirt - likc rtt,ttt1, ttl ltis,tlcrrL'rotiort -
did rrot utdnf to sr'c arrothcr ruar likL' thtt ttl l9l1- 18. Itr additi,rrt,.lirr rtrrrtlr o-l'rlrc 19.]0s,

opirtiorr polls shou,cd that tlrt' British ptrblit.forortrL'd tlisarrrrarrtt'rrt;rt,hilc Britairt's Oortst'n'ttilt'
Qouerntnent.li'drt'd possiltlL' -{().i(11i-iI rL'uttlrrtittrr irr parts o.l' Itrropc - .srrc/i ,r-i Spairr - attd so lL'trtlL'd

/tr -scc AIa":'i Ccrtrtdrtl, as a block t() su(lt flgltglttlnt{'ttts. '/7ri-'' rr,,r.r u,lt),Brit,titt ltttsltt'd l:r,trttc

inttt scttin,q ttp a I'Jorr-lnt('ru(ntiott CorttrrrittL'c drtrirt,q thc 5-prrli.r/r (liuil l,l,hr, irtstt'ad o.l'Ltidirt.q

the dcnrocr,ttirally-c1.,1,'d Poprilar l;r(tttt ,qoucnutturt irr Qr,riri rc.ir-cl lltc rttilitul,ri-iilg ,rqairr.ir

it. Anongst othcr thirr.qs, this policy prt'ucrrtcd tltc ,qot,crrrrtrt'111 ttf'Rcyrlilictrr Sltairr -fi'orrr hryirt,o

Lr(dp()fis: c|t'rt tultt'rr it t|as rlcttr tlrat Fascist ltaly 1111\ir--i CCrrilan)i u)('r(' botlt .qiilrr,q u'('tlloils
dtrd troops to lrclp Frarrctt arrd /ii-r RcLr'1 onrry.'fltis.li'ttr ttl'cottrrrrtrrri-rlr rt,,r.t ilso rylr),,rultt'rr tlrc

Souit't Llrriou prttposed ort dlinnct'lo t'r'.si.rl ,\ia.:i (jcnrtart),'r Ir'r',rrlrr'-s ttl'tlrc-lrcdt1, o-l'li'rstillt's,
Britain rcfitscd to -ioirr suclr dn dllidntc - cu('tt tlrcu.qlr Frortct' rutts pt't']tr1t'{'d 1p /1r .s1r, ,r.t /orl( ,l.s

Britdirt did too.

Hitley's polky oJ gaining 'Lebensraum' was another reason behind tlrc -foreign policy -followed by

Germany after 19j j. This aim had been stated by hirn early on- u,ell before he camc to power

in 1933 - in. hk book, Mein Kampf, which he began writing as earl1, as 1921 when he wds irt

prison. This stated that Germany needed to expand in eastern Europe, in order to gain extra

resources, and to prouide landJor German settlers. This long-tertn aim was behind the 1936

Fowr-Year Plan which he ordered Coring to carry owt - this Luas to lct Cermany ready for tuar by

1940. Hitler\ aggressiueforeign poliq, was also shotm b1t tlrc Hossbach Mgnorandum of 1937.

These were the notes of a meeting at which Hitler told his ministers and commanding fficers to get

Germany ready for inuading countries in eastern Europe.

Another reasonfor Hitler\ expansiottist;foreign policy was to do r.uith aspects of tlrcTieaty

of Wrsailles. As well as Hitler - and man.y Cermans - seeing this treaty as being too harsh on

Germany, Britain alsofelt it had been unfair. lrr.fact, drrrirr.q tlrc 1920s, l3ritish ,qorcrntnult n,cr('

prapared to crtnsidcr rn,isittns - u,ltich Lrcrc ])ut.li)nttartl by /g111pr,'atic Gcrrrrorr polititiarrs -sttc/i 4..

Strescmanrt. As a result,r(.lati()ns ruitlt ()cmtart),had irtrproutd olicr tltc irrr,,rsittrt ttf'tlu'Rrrlrr lty

Frarrcc and Bel,qirurr ilr 1923. T'hcrc tr,,ts tltt'LLtcnrrrtt'lit',r:1, 1tl'l92.i,by tuhiclt (]t'rrrt,tttlt tcr-r'r,tr',,

its tpt'stcrrt borders * but said notltirr,q dltortt its cLlslcnt bonlcrs. Thctt, irr 1928, ()cnnany rrd! ()n(

o;f nrarty tldti()tls u,lich sigrcd tlrc Kcllo,qq-Briatrd Ptct,lt), which tlrttst' cttrrrrtrics prttrttiscd nttt tt't

usc tpdr as d udy tyf scttlinq disputt's.

In addition, the League of Nations was weak - in part, because it had no armed force of its own,

and in part because the USA and the Souiet Union were not members. As a result, the ltague
depended on Britain and France to uphold the terms of the peace treaties. Italy was also a

member - but, in the 19 j0s, Mussolini\ Fascist ltaly also began to follow an increasingly-

expansionistforeign policy. This led to the break-up oJthe Stresa Front in 19j5, after ltaly's
invasion of Abyssinia.

Exam Practice

EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
The candidate has made
a link to the question,
and has provided some
relevant and accurate
supporting own
knowledge to explain how
appeasement encouraged
Hitler to follow an

expansionist foreign policy

after 1933. However, there
then follows a paragraph

explaining the reasons for
appeasement - although
the own knowledge is

accurate, it has not been
made relevant by linking
it to the question. Thus
the candidate gains no
marks for this second
paragraph - and has also

wasted valuable time.

EXAM!NER'S
COMMENT
Again, there is some
relevant focus, with some
accurate own knowledge.
However, although two
other valid reasons are
identified, there is no
real attempt - so far - to
evaluate their relative
importance. ln addition,
although there is quite a

lot of accurate information,
it is not effectively tied to
the question. As a result,
the answer is beginning to
become a list of reasons,

rather than an analysiV
evaluation of the relative
importance of these
reasons.
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EXAMINER'S
COMMENT
This answer has now
become even more of a list
of reasons - with little or
no explicit attempts to link
the points to the question.
For instance, the League

of Nations' paragraph
doesn't explicitly state
that this was a reason for
Hitler5 foreign policy. Also,
the information about the
effects of the Depression
could have been linked
to (a) Hitler s attempt to
solve Germanyb problems

by increased spending on
armaments and attempts
to gain extra territories;
and on BritainS decision to
cut spending on weapons
and so being less able
to fight a war. This is a

shame, as there is some
relevant and precise own
knowledge. In addition,
there is no conclusion -
this is where the candidate
should have attempted an

overall judgement about
which reason was the
most important one.

Exam Practice

The Great Depression had a big negatiue impact on the countries of Europe. This began with the

Wall Street Crash in the US in 1929, and was the result of spedation and ouer-prodwction.

As well as causing economic chaos in the (JS, it led the US to impose tariffs on foreign imports.

Thk badly fficted world trade, and led other countries to do the same. By 1932, there were oyer

6 million unemployed people in Germany - this was one of the reasons Hitler was able to come

to power in 1933, because the Nazi Party was able to gain large uotes in elections, making them

the largest party in the German parliament. Britain and France were also badly fficted;this led

Britain to cut gouernment spending - including on armaments. Ako, all countries tended to follow
their own interests, rather than cooperate with each other. Some then became increasingly aggressiue

as regards theirforeign policies.

Overall examiner comments
This answer makes only a few attempts to explicitly address the question of which
reason(s) was/were the most important one(s). There is plenty of precise,/correct own
knowledge - though some is irrelevant. The approach has been mainly to present a'list'
of reasons, with much of the supporting information not being'pinned'to the question.
Consequently, the answer is not good enough to go higher than Band 3 - probably
getting 7 marks. To reach the higher Bands, more explicit analysis of reasons - and
evaluation of their relative irnportance - are needed. Frustratingly, the candidate
clearly has good knowledge, and some of the information needed to produce a good
answer is already present.

Also, for Band 1, it would be necessary to have a little more mention of relevant specific
historians / historical interpretations - there are several to choose from on this topic.

Activity
Look again at the simplified mark scheme and the student answer above. Now try to
write a few extra paragraphs to push the answer up into Band 1, and so obtain the full
15 marks. As well as making sure you explicitly address both aspects of the question, try
to integrate some reGrences to relevant historians / historical interpretations.
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